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Thanks for your purchasing. This bike is an electric pedal assitant cycle(EPAC).

It equipped with pedals and a power-assisted electric motor, which can be driven by both man power 

and assist of electric power.

Traditional bikes are increasingly favoured by more and more people for their Zero carbon emission, 

saving cost on gasoline and convenient to go various road. 

Besides these benifits,Electric bikes give you an option to use electric power to assist you when to 

go somewhere a little far or when you are tired.

By the way, considering the safety of you and other people, please put on helmet and other necessary riding 

protection equipment, and follow the local the traffic rules. 

Before your first riding with her, please read this user guide carefully, know necessary safety knowledge, and 

quickly learn how to control and check a new bike.

Have a pleasant ride !

1.Preface

Charged up . And ready to go .

Feirui electric bicycle .
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2.General Description 

Part.A-folding ebike 
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Parts name

1.Motor 

2.Tail light

3.Rear rack

4.Rear V brake

5.Lithium battery

6.Saddle

7.Display

8.Handle bar

9.Handle stem

10.Front light

11.Front suspension fork

12.Front disc brake

13.Frame

14.Pedal

15.Crank

16.Controller

17.Cick stand 

18.Derailleur

19.Rim

Part.B-folding ebike 

Parts name

1.Motor 

2.Tail light

3.Rear disc brake

4.Lithium battery

5.Saddle

6.Display

7.Handle bar

8.Handle stem

9.Front light

10.Front suspension fork

11.Front disc brake

12.Frame

13.Pedal

14.Crank

15.Controller

16.Cick stand 

17.Derailleur

18.Rim
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Part.C-folding ebike 

Parts name

1.Motor 

2.Tail light

3.Rear rack

4.Rear disc brake

5.Lithium battery

6.Saddle

7.Display

8.Handle bar

9.Handle stem

10.Front light

11.Front suspension fork

12.Front disc brake

13.Frame

14.Pedal

15.Crank

16.Controller

17.Kick stand 

18.Derailleur

19.Rim

20.
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Part.D-city ebike 

Parts name

1.Motor 

2.Tail light

3.Rear rack

4.Rear disc brake

5.Lithium battery

6.Saddle

7.Display

8.Handle bar

9.Handle stem

10.Front light

11.Front suspension fork

12.Front disc brake

13.Frame

14.Pedal

15.Crank

16.Controller

17.Kick stand 

18.Derailleur

19.Rim

20.lock
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Parts name

1.Motor 

2.Rear disc brake

3.Lithium battery

4.Saddle

5.Display

6.Handle bar

7.Handle stem

8.Front suspension fork

9.Front disc brake

10.Frame

11.Pedal

12.Crank

13.Cick stand 

14.

Part.-mountain ebike 

3.Electric System

3.1 Wiring Diagram - ( Electric System )

BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN

RED
BLACK

RED
BLACK

SM3

A

Part.A-Front/Rear Motor 

Note: above the mainly wiring diagram of front/rear drive 

motor, there might be difference for different  model or 

display.
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Part.B-Mid-motor 

Note: above the electronic diagram of 8fun central motor, 

refer to  8Fun instruction for more details.
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3.2  Parts identification

3.2.1 Function display

1

2

3

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level reduction (-)

3.Assistance level increase (+).

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2...5” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 

1

2

3 4

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

     Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3” simply pressing(-) or (+) 

   button to reduction or increase 

   pedal assistance.

3.Light:  ON/OFF 

4.Battery :low-high 

Display-LED

Display-LCD-KM5S



2

3

1

Display-LCD-800S

1

2

3

Display-LCD-450U
1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 
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Display-LCD-W780

M

1

2

3

Display-LCD-W108

1

2

3

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 



Display-LCD-DP.C10

Display-LCD-DP.C07

Mid-motor-Display
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12 3

12 3

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 

1.Model:ON/OFF

2.Assistance level increase (+).

3.Assistance level reduction (-)

   There are 5 levels of assistance,  

   “1-2-3....9” simply pressing(-) 

   or (+) button to reduction 

   or increase pedal assistance.

4.Light:  + 

3.2.2 Controller

Specifications

1.Power : red:V+

    black :V-

2.Motor : a-b-c motor

   cable

3.Brake: brake signal  GND

4.Throttle: 5V+ throttle 

    signal GND

5.Display：red black yellow 

    green blue 

6.Sensor ：red yellow blue 

7.Front light 

SM-2A

234567

C
o

n
tro

lle
r

1

a
bc

Note: above the wiring diagram of basic controller.There might be

 difference for different  model or display. 



3.2.3 PAS

Specifications & Reliability

. Rated Voltage : 4.5-6V ( DC )

. Current without brake : <5mA

. Current with brake : <6mA

. lead tension : >20N

. Corresponding time when 

  brake : <0.001S

. corresponding distance : 2.3mm

. Hall electrical life : >20M times

. Insulation wet condition : >20M ohm

. Insulation dry condition : >2M ohm

Connector & Cable

. The connector can be customize

. Red: +5V , Yellow: GND

  Blue: pulse Signal.

Note: above is specification of the sensor of double hall and 

12 magnet buttons. There might be difference for different  model 

or display.
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3.2.4 Motor

Front - Motor
Specifications

.Wheel Diameter (inch) : 20/26/27.5/28

. Construction :            Gear drive

. Rated Viltage :          36/48

. N0 (RPM) :                290；250

. Rated Power (W) :     250W

. NT(Rpm) :                 255;220

. Max Torque :             32 N.M

. Efficiency (%) :          ≥80

. Color :                      Black/Silver

. Weight(kg) :              3.0

. Noise Grade (dB) :    <55

. Operating Temperature : -20-45℃

Mounting Parameters

. Brake : Disc Brake

. Installation Widths (mm/OLD) : 100

. Max. Housing Diameter(mm) :     134

. Cabing Route :         shaft Side , Right

. Cable Length(mm),Connection

. Type :                                            250 G9.1

. Spoke Specification :           36H *13G

Further Specifications 

. Speed Detection Sifnal  (Pulses/Cycle): 6

. Reduction Ratio : 1:4.42

Magnet Poles (2P) : 20

 

 

SWXK6



Rear - Motor
Specifications

. Wheel Diameter (inch) : 26/27.5/28

. Construction :            Gear drive

. Rated Viltage :          36/43/48

. N0 (RPM) :                325；245

. Rated Power (W) :     250W

. NT(Rpm) :                 290;205

. Max Torque :             45 N.M

. Efficiency (%) :          ≥80

. Color :                      Black/Silver

. Weight(kg) :              3.4

. Noise Grade (dB) :    <55

. Operating Temperature : -20-45℃

Mounting Parameters

. Brake : Disc Brake

. Installation Widths (mm/OLD) : 135

. Max. Housing Diameter(mm) :     158.5

. Cabing Route :         shaft Side , Right

. Cable Length(mm),Connection

. Type :                                            250 G9.1

. Spoke Specification :           36H *13G

Further Specifications 

. Speed Detection Sifnal  (Pulses/Cycle): 6

. Reduction Ratio : 1:5

Magnet Poles (2P) : 20

 

 

SWX02
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3.2.4 Throttle

. Model :        23X

. Function :  3 core wires  red+5V/ black 

                   negative pole/white signal               

. Material ：    ABS & PVC

. Voltage :    h all tube 1-4v or 4�1V

. Structure :     one switch 

 

Specifications

. Model :         21X

. Function :  3 core wires  red+5V/ black 

                   negative pole/white signal               

. Material ：    ABS & PVC

. Voltage :    h all tube 1-4v or 4�1V

. Structure :     one switch 

 

. Model :         76X

. Function :  3 core wires  red+5V/ black 

                   negative pole/white signal               

. Material ：    ABS & PVC

. Voltage :    h all tube 1-4v or 4�1V

. Structure :     one switch 
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3.2.5 Motor
Mid - motor

Specifications

. Wheel Diameter (inch) : 20/26/27.5/28

. Construction :            Gear drive

. Rated Viltage :          36/43/48

. N0 (RPM) :                101/112/112

. Rated Power (W) :     250W

. NT(Rpm) :                 92/101/103

. Max Torque :             80 N.M

. Pedal sensor :           Speed and torque Integrated

. Shift and standard : JIS

. Efficiency (%) :          ≥80

. Color :                      Black/Silver

. Weight(kg) :              3.9

. Noise Grade (dB) :    <55

. Operating Temperature : -20-45℃

Function

. E-bike :                                    Yes

. Gearsensor Function :     Yes

. Light Drive Capacity ( DCV/ W ): 6 / 3( Max )

Further Specifications 

. Speed Detection Sifnal  (Pulses/Cycle): 1

. Reduction Ratio : 1:33.4

Magnet Poles (2P) : 8

 

 

Dimension A                    232mm

Dimension B                    145mm

Dimension C                    35.8mm

Dimension D                    150mm

Note: all motors above are from 8FUN, the actual model should refer to the order 



3.2.6 Brakes

Adjustable Sensor Control

EL555-RT EL550-RS

Specifications

Specifications

. Standard Finish : Satin Silver Lever / Black Bracket

. Material : Cast Aluminum Lever & Bracket

. Lever Blade : 4 Finger Lever With Kraton Rubber Grip

. Also Available : For Use With Roller / Canti Brakes

. Weight : EL555-RT 143 Grams / Pair

                 EL550-RS 119 Grams / Pair

◆ Integrated Bell

◆ Adjustable Sensor Control Designed

◆ For Use With Linear Pull Brakes & Rapidfire Shifters

◆ For Left Hand Side Only

Hydraulic Disc Brake With Sensor Control Design

◆ Open System, Dual Piston

◆ Sensor Control Designed

◆ Easy Installation, Adjustment And Maintenance.

. Caliper : Forged Aluminum Body . Automatic Caliper Positioning 

       Via Front And Rear Adapters . Finish: Black

. Pads : A10.11. High Performance Metal Ceramic Compound .

        Easy Replacement . Also Available : Organic Compound

. Fluid : Non-Corrosive Mineral Oil . 

          Excellent Heat Expansion Properties

. Weight : Front Wheel - 327 Grams / Rear Wheel - 343 Grams

        (Excludes Rotor, Adapter & Mounting Bolts)

. Rotor : Light Wave Type (TR160-7),

  High Heat Dispersion & Heat Tolerance

  Diameter : Ø160mm

  Weight : 126 Grams

  Also Available: Ø180mm

. Lever : Forged Aluminum Lever / Cast 

  Aluminum Bracket . Adjustable Angle 

  Reservoir Tank .Two Pieces Bracket 2.5 

  Finger Ball End Blade. Finish : Black

HD-E500
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3.2.7 Battery

Specifications

. Dimension (L*W*H): 450*148*70mm

. Nominal Voltage : 36V

. Nominal : 8.8Ah/11Ah/14.5Ah

. Dicharge End Voltage : 2.5V-2.7V(Any single cell)

. Over-Charge Protection  : 4.2V (Any single cell)

   Voltage

. Weight (Approx.) : <3.2kg

. Charge Method : CC-CV

. Cycle Life : 600 Cycles

Battery-FR-Z1

Battery-EEL-mini

. Dimension (L*W*H): 325*95*90mm

. Nominal Voltage : 48V / 36V

. Nominal : 8.8Ah,11.6Ah,14Ah / 11Ah,14.5Ah

. Dicharge End Voltage : 2.5V-2.7V(Any single cell)

. Over-Charge Protection  : 4.2V (Any single cell)

   Voltage

. Weight (Approx.) : <3.3kg

. Charge Method : CC-CV

. Cycle Life : 600 Cycles

Battery-FS-I

Battery-FR-01

Specifications

. Dimension (L*W*H): 380*40*90mm

. Nominal Voltage : 36V

. Nominal : 6.6Ah/7.8Ah/8.7Ah/10.2Ah

. Dicharge End Voltage : 2.5V-2.7V(Any single cell)

. Over-Charge Protection  : 4.2V (Any single cell)

   Voltage

. Weight (Approx.) : <2kg

. Charge Method : CC-CV

. Cycle Life : 600 Cycles

. Dimension (L*W*H): 312*78*68mm

. Nominal Voltage : 36V / 48V

. Nominal : 10Ah,13Ah,14.5Ah / 10.4Ah,11.6Ah

. Dicharge End Voltage : 2.5V-2.7V(Any single cell)

. Over-Charge Protection  : 4.2V (Any single cell)

   Voltage

. Weight (Approx.) : <3.2kg

. Charge Method : CC-CV

. Cycle Life : 600 Cycles
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4.Before you ride

4.1 Adjusting the height of the seat

Height of your seat can be adjusted:

safe line
The insertion depth of seat

post height must be exceeding 

the safe line !

   Unlock the lever (OPEN), adjust the seat height tomthe desired 

position without ever exceeding the mark carved onto the seatʼs 

tube,lock the lever (LOCK).The seatʼs height must be set so that 

your leg is stretched out when the corresponding pedal is in the 

lower position.The insertion-depth of seat post height must be 

exceeding the safe line.

4.2 Adjusting the height of the handlebar-stem

bolt

The recommended handlebar torque value

Name of clamp bolts Standard torque /N.m

Bolt for handlebar

Handle bar stem 

M5

M4

M5

M6

10-12 N.M

4-6 N.M

8-10 N.M

10-12 N.M

Bolt for handlebar

Handle bar stem 

Adjust  the handlebar height by changing the handle 

stem angle by tool.
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4.4.3 Lights

The front and rear lights have an autonomous 

power supply. They are turned on and off using

the switch located on each light.

Draw attention to the national legal requirements

when the bicycle is to be ridden on public roads.

4.4 Propping your electric bike upon its stand

Your electric bike is equipped with a double or side stand. 

Always prop up your bike on its stand on a flat and stable 

ground surface. 

2.5 Precautions required prior to each use

Verify that the brakes and the front and rear lights are all working properly. Also, check the pressure of the tyres.

On derailleur geared bicycles the rear derailleur automatically tensions the chain.

Make sure that the hinges on your bike are properly locked.Indeed, when using your bike on a regular basis, thetension of the hingesʼ 

adjustment and locking systems can change slightly. Whenever necessary, adjust the tension once again.

Please note: if you use your bike frequently, it is recommended that you inspect the state of the fork, the frame, the suspension and the 

fasteners.The materials and components may be subject to different reactions to usage and wear.
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5.Routine maintenance

5.1 Lubrication

Frequency Component Lubricant How to Lubricate

Weekly

Chain

Derailleur Pulleys

Derailleurs

Brake Calipers

Brake Levers

Chain Lube or Light Oil

Chain Lube or Light Oil

Oil

Oil

Oil

Brush On or Squirt

Brush On or Squirt

Oil Can

3 drops from oil can

2 drops from oil can

Monthly Shift Levers Lithium Based Grease Disassemble

Every Six Months Freewheel

Brake Cables

Oil

Lithium Based Grease

2 squirts from oil can

Disassemble

Yearly

Bottom Bracket

Pedals

Derailleur Cables

Wheel Bearings

Headset

Seat Post

Lithium Based Grease

Lithium Based Grease

Lithium Based Grease

Lithium Based Grease

Lithium Based Grease

Lithium Based Grease

Disassemble

Disassemble

Disassemble

Disassemble

Disassemble

Disassemble

Note: The frequency of maintenance should increase with use in 

   wet or dusty conditions. Do not over lubricate - remove excess 

    lubricant to  prevent dirt build up. Never use a degreaser to 

    lubricate your chain

Front Wheel Nuts 22-27 Newton Meters 16.2 - 19.8 ft.-lb.

RearWheel Nuts 24-29 Newton Meters 17.5- 21.3 ft.-lb.

Seat BinderNut 12- 17 Newton Meters 8.8- 12.5 ft.-lb.

Seat Pillar ClampNut 15- 19 Newton Meters 11.0-14.0 ft.-lb.

Brake AnchorNut 7- 11 Newton Meters 5.1- 8.1 ft.-lb.

Handlebar Clamp Nut 17- 19 NewtonMeters 12.5- 14.0 ft.-lb.

Head Stem ExpanderNut 17-19 Newton Meters 12.5- 14.0 ft.-lb.

Crank Cotter Pin Nuts 9-14 NewtonMeters 6.6- 10.3 ft.-lb.

Brake Centre Bolt 2-17 Newton Meters 1.5- 12.5 ft.-lb.

5.2 Recommended values of the nut torque

Before every ride

After every ride

Every six months

Frequency

Be sure batteries are fully charged

Check tire pressure

Check brake operation

Check wheels for loose spokes
Be sure to fully charge batteries

Quick wipe down with damp

Weekly Lubrication as per schedule2.6

Monthly

Inspect wires   /    Inspect connectors

Check derailleur adjustment/Check brake adjustment

Check brake and gear cable adjustment

Check tire wear and pressure / Check wheels are true and spokes tight

Check hub, head set and crank bearings for looseness

Check pedals are tight  /  Check handlebars and stem are tight

Check seat and seat post are tight and comfortably adjusted

Check frame and fork for trueness

Lubrication as per schedule2.6 / Perform safety check
Lubrication as per schedule 1 / Check all points as per monthly service

Check and replace brake pads, if required

Check chain for excess play or wear

Yearly Lubrication as per schedule 2.6

Task

5.3 Service checklist
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6.Electric bikes

6.1 Folding electric bikes

In compliance with regulations, folding is done in several steps, and this will only take you a few seconds.

Folding

Folding the handlebarsʼ shaft

Untighten the butterfly 

lever locatedat the base 

of the handlebars.

safe line

The insertion depth of 

handlebar stem must 

be exceeding the safe line

Folding the pedals

Push the pedals inward, and 

then fold them against the pedal

and gear mechanismʼs axis .
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Folding the frame

Untighten the lever and free the hinge .Remove the lever from its 

hinge and pull it upward.You will then hear the safety hatch release

itself You can then open the hinge and fold the frame in half. Lastly, 

attach the fastener which keeps bikes folded.

Quick-release devices

Tighten the adjusting nut by hand and move the quick release lever 

to the closed position. You should feel consider able resistance 

while moving the lever.If not, re-open and re-tighten the lever, then 

move it to the closed position so it is in line with the frame

Battery

In compliance with regulations, folding is done in several steps,

and this will only take you a few seconds.

Note:This bike is not designed for rough usage,such as jumps, 

riding up or off of pavements,and riding on unpaved roads. 

For your own safety, no modifications may be made to the bike.
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6.2 city electric bikes

............................................................................................................................................................

              

USB charging 

              

Adjustable stem
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This is one of our classic models of City Bike. 

The design of the frame looks very simple but practical.

Itʼs widely praised by our customers for it's steady, reliable 

and comfortable riding experience. 

The battery has an USB output 

port which can automatically

recognize most of mobile devices

 and charging them safely. 

This bike is equipped an 

adjustable stem, it can 

easily change the height

of handle bar to a more

suitable position.



6.3 Mountain electric bikes(Mid-motor)

Mountain electric bikes Mid-Motor

 Max Drive System 

Powerful.Smooth.Silent.

MAX-the powerful drive system

Compatible with all customary frames

Low maintenance and easy to install

-20-

This is one of our classic models of mountain 

E-bike.

Strong double triangle design frame, simple but 

reliable.  

8Fun mid-drive motor and hydraulic disc brake 

provides you a powerful, silent, steady and 

comfortable riding experience.



The mid-drive motor constantly samples relevant information

 at a frequency of up to 80k Hz via a torque sensor and two speed

sensors which are all highly sensitive. The resulting data on crank 

torque, vehicle speed and the speed of rotation of the pedals is 

made available to the controller, ensuring precise control of the 

vehicle while achieving the highest possible efficiency. The Max 

Drive System puts the rider in complete control. In spite of a 

generous power output and a maximum torque of more than 80 

N.m, the motor operates in virtual silence. The modular motor 

design and integrated controller make disassembly easier and 

improve service responsiveness. This motor can be black or silver.

The BAFANG HMI with a high-contrast LCD display delivers all important 

information at a glance and can also be read in direct sunlight without 

difficulty. The BAFANG handlebar controller gives good feedback, is 

extremely robust and easy to use. The additional output can be individually

controlled by five support levels. The user interface is clearly legible and 

intuitive to use. The HMI is compatible with the Bus system RS 232. The HMI 

is protected against contact and ingress of water and dirt and complies with 

protection class IP 65. It is available in black and sliver.

Dimensions Dimensions
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b  
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Insert the clamping ring(s) to each of the two display clamps and mount them onto the 

handlebar.  Use an internal hexwrench to fasten the left and right clamps onto the handlebar. 

A

b  

C  
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Drive Unit Installation
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Figure 1

Figure 2

C  

D  

E  
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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g  

g  

Link the Headlight cable to the connector at the drive unit.
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7. Assembly & Maintenance-Physics

7.1 Tools

Tools required

1.Open ended wrench or ring wrenches :

  8mm 9mm 10mm 12mm.13mm 14mm 15mm

2.Open end or pedal wrench 15mm

3. Allen key wrenches : 2.5mm 3mm 4mm

    5mm 6mm 8mm

4. Adjustable wrench

5. Standard flat head screwdriver

6.Standard Phillips head screwdriver

7. Standard slip joint pliers

8. Tire pump

9. Tube repair kit

10.Tire levers

Travel tools

1. Spare Tube

2. patch

3.Pump

4.Tire levers

5.Multi-tool

6.change ( phone call )

7.2 Wheels and Tires

. Wheel Inspection

It is most important that wheels are kept in top condition . 

Properly maintaining your bicycleʼs wheel will help braking

performance and stability when riding . Be aware of the

following potential problems :

.Dirty or greasy rims :

Caution : these can render your brakes ineffective . dot not 

clean then with oily or greasy materials.when cleaning,use a 

clean rag or wash wih soapy water,rinse and air dry .Don`t ride 

while they`re wet.

when librica your bicyce,don`t get oil on the rim braking 

surfaces.

. Wheels not straight;

Lift each wheel off the ground and spin them to see if they are 

crooked or out of true, lf wheels are not straight, they

will need to be adjusted . This is quite diffcult and is best left

to a bicycle repair specialist.

. Broken or loose spokes;

Check that all spokes are tight and that none are minssing or 

damaged.Caution:such damage can result in severe instability 

and possibly an accidnt if not corrected.

Again,  spoke repairs are best handdled by a bicycle repair

specialist. 
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Lift each wheel off the ground and try,to move the wheel from side to side.

Caution: If there is movement between the axle and the hub,do not ride

the bicycle.Adjustment is required.

·Axle nuts: 

 Check that these are tight before each ride.

·Ouick release

Check that these are set to the closed position and are properly tensioed before 

each ride.  

Caution : Maintain the closed position and the correct adjustment . Failure to do

so may serrious injury .

 

 

Loose hub bearings.

. Tire Inspection

Tires must be maintained properly toensure road holding and stability .Check the 

following areas ;

Inflation: ensure tires are inflated to pressure indicated on the sidewalls . it is better 

to use a tire gauge and a hand pump than a service station pump .

Caution : if unflating tires with a service station pump . take care that sudden over

inflation does not cause tire to blow out .

. Bead

seating : When inflating or refitting tire . make sure that the bead is properly seated

in the rim before you fully inflate the tires

tread : check that tread shows no signs of excessive wear or flat spots . and that 

there are no cuts or other damage . Caution : Excessively worn or damaged tires 

should be replaced . 

Valves : Make sure valve caps are fitted and that calves are free feom dirt , A slow

leak caused by the entry of the dirt can lead to a flat tire . and possibly a dangerous

situation .

Handlebars and stem

Handlebar Stem

The handlebar stem fits into the steering

column and is held firmly by the action 

of a binder bolt and expander wedgee 

which when tifhtened , binds with the 

inside of the fork steerer tube .when 

removing the steem loosen the sten bolt 

or three turns then gice it a tap to loosen 

the wedge inside .

lubricate by first wiping offf any old 

grease and grime . then applying a thin 

film of grease to the part . including the wedge . that will be inserted into the frame. The height if the handlebar can be 

adjusted to suit your comfort preference , if the sten is removed from the steering

column , you will notice a mark about 65mm up from the bottom with thee words

“max . height “ or “ minimum insertion .”

 

!
Never ride a bicycle if the stem has been raised do that the max . height/

minimum insertion line can be seen.

!
Warning : Over tightening the stem bolt or headest assembly may cause

damage to the bicycle and/or injury to the rider .
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7.4 Saddle and Seat PostWhen re-fitting the stem . make sure the handlebars are correctly aligned and tightened

using the appropriate hex qurench or allen key .

Do not over tighten .

Test the security of the handlebar within the stem and the stem within the fork steerer 

tube by clamping thee front wheel between your knees and trying to move the handlebar

                                                               up and down and from side to side .The handllebar

should not move when applying turning pressure .

                                                               

Handlebars

                                                               

The exact positioning of the handlebar is a matter

of personal comfort . For MTB bicycle the bar 

should be approximately horizontal with the ends

pointing back and slightly up , On BMX bicycle 

 the handlebar should remain in an approximately

                                                               

 upright position but can be angled back or forward slightly for comfort . On MTB and 

racing style bicycles the handlebar is usually tightened in the stem by a single allen key 

bolt or hexagonal bolt . On BMX style bicycle there may be four clamping bolts.

                                                                Please note that if you need too replace the fork

on your bicycle at any time . Please consult a 

qualified bicycle technician.

                                                               

!
Never ride unless the handlebar clamping mechanism has been securely 

tightened.

Saddle and Seat Post

                                                               

The seat fixing bolt and the seat post 

binder bolt should be check for tightness 

and adjustment every month . On removing

the seat post from the frame you will notice 

a mark about 65mm up from the bottom 

with the words “max . height “ or 

“ minimuminsertion “.

                                                               ! To avoid damage to either the seat post the frame or possibly the rider . the 

minimum insertion mark must be inside the frame.

Lubrication

                                                               

Remove the seat post from the frame and 

wipe off any grease , rust or dirt. Then apply

a thin film of new grease to the part that will

be inserted into the frame . Re-insert , adjust 

and tighten the seat post in the frame .
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Adjustment

                                                               

As mentioned in Part 2 , the seat can be adjusted in height . angle and distance from 

the handlebars to suit the individual rider .

Seat angle is a matter of personal preference but the most comfortable position will 

usually be found when the top of the seat is almost parallel to the ground , or slightly 

raised at the front .

The seat can also the adjusted by sliding it forward or back along the mounting rails to 

obtain the most comfortable reach to the handlebars .

When sitting , position the seat post into thee clamp under the seat and place it in the 

frame without tightening . Adjust it to the desired angle and position and tighten the 

clamping mechanism.

There are two types of seat clamps commonly in use . The most common employs a steel 

clamp with hexagonal nuts on either side to tighten . The others type . known as a micro-

adjustable clamp . uses a single vertically mounted Allen head fixingbolt to tighten . 

After dixing the seat to the desired position on the post 0, adjust the height to the 

required level and tighten the binder bolt .

Note that the type of binder boltmay be either a hexagonal bolt an Allen head bolt or 

quick release mechanism the operation of a  seat post quick release machanism is the 

same as for quck release hubs .

Test the security by grasping the seat and trying to turn it sideways . If it moves , you

will need to further tighten the binder bolt .

NOTE: Remember that the minimum insertion mark must inside the frame assembly .
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7.5 Disc Brakes-Tektro
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7.6 Derailleur
Front Derailleur for MTB/Trekking

1

 

 

 

Installation / Band type
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(y)(A) (A)

(B)

(z)

2

1

2

E-Type

E-Type(models without BB plate)
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Securing position

 

Direct mount type

[2][1]

1

 

 

 

Low adjustment

Fixing the cable and adjusting the SIS (front duble)
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2

(x)

(y)

(z)

(A)

(B)

 

 

 

(A)

(A)

Securing the cable
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Down swing (Band type)

1

2

(z)

(z)

Down swing (Direct mount type)
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1 (x) (y)

(z)

(A)

(B)

2

(z)

(C) (D)

(A)

(B)

 

 

 

Adjustment of cable tension Top adjustment

1 (x) (y)

(z)

(A)

(B)

2

(x)

(y)

(z)

(B)

(A)

 

 

 

Troubleshooting chart
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1

(A)

2 (w) (x)

(z)

(y)

(A)

(B)

 

 

 

3

(x)

(y)

(z)

(A)

(B)

 

 

 

Low adjustment

TECH TIPS

1 (w) (x)

(z)

(y)

(A)

(B)

 

 

 

 

2

(x)

(y)

(z)

(B)

(A)

 

 

 

Adjustment of the cable tension

Use the shifting lever with a mode converter in X3 mode . To shift from X2 to X3 ,

refer to the maintenance section of thee dealer ʼs manual for the shifting lever 

Rapidfire Plus
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1

(w) (x)

(z)

(y)

(A)

(B)

Low Middle Top

Cable index point

2

(z)

(C) (D)

(A)

(B)

 

 

Adjustment of the cable tension
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(A)

(C)

(B)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(B) (D)

(A)

(C)

(D)

(A)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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(A)

(B)

(A) Guide pulley 

(B) 3mm hexagon wrench
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1

2

(A)
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 second can turn on/off the display. The Display 

X could be 
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◆ Auto off time : The location of speed displays symbol off , press up/down

button to change the value from 1 to 9 , the number represent delay time

(minutes) before display shutdown automatically , default value is 5 minutes
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◆

◆

Wheel diameter : The location of speed displays symbol Wd, press UP/DOWN

button rotate display the symbol 16/18/20/22/24/26/700C/28/29, value represents the

diameter of the wheel (inch). Wrong value for wheel diameter will cause speed&mileage

abnormal.

Voltage set : The location of speed displays symbol bU0, press UP/DOWN button

rotate display the symbol 24V/36V/UbE, UbE means user-defined voltage setting, this

parameter can be set through computer.

◆

Speed limit set : The location of speed displays symbol SPL, the location of

mileage displays speed limit value, the default value is 25km/h. Press UP/DOWN

buttons to modify the value, the value can be set from 10 to 45km/h. Press POWER

button to confirm when you finish the adjustment.

short press POWER button to switch the password item, password is 4 digits, the

default password is "1919". Press POWER button when password adjustment is

completed. Display will return to the Voltage set item if the password is incorrect.

Correct password will enter the Speed limit set item.

The maximum speed is restrict by the motor and controller, probably couldnʼt reach the setting

value.

Error Code define

450U meter can give warning message when E-bike exist error, LCD display           icon and

the error code in speed position, error code is from 01 E~FF E, the definition see the table

below.
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Error Code Error description Handle

01     Communication Error          Check the cable connection

02     Controller protection           Check three-phase power line.

03      three-phase power error     Check three-phase power line connection

04      Battery low                           Charge the battery

05      Brake error                           Check the brake connection.

06      Turn error                             Check turn to connect.

07      Hall error                              Check the hall connection

08      99Reserved                  Please contact the manufacturer for error definitions

Assembly instructions
Please pay attention to the screwʼs torque value, damaged caused by excessive torque

is not within the scope of the warranty.

Output wire instructions



8.2 LCD-W108

 

M

+

-
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Material & color

W108 made of ABS is able to work well under -20℃ to

60℃. Available color: Black and white.

Picture and size (Unit: mm)
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Under warranty:
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Quality assurance and warranty scope  
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1    
 

2   
 

3   
 

4   
 

  
 

    

1   
 

 

2  
 

 

 

Attached list 2 : Password table
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5 
 

 

6 
 

-  

 

Throttle  
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：  

 

 

 

 

 

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0- -3 
 — — — — — — 

0-5/ 1-5  — — — — 

0-7/ 1-7  — — 

0-9/ 1-9 

  

7  
 

 

 

 

 



 

No Symbol 

 

/  
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9. Battery 

 

For the proper use , maintenance and storage of this battery , 

it is crucially important that you read and understand the instructions given in this 

manual . 

Warnings:

- Never short circuit the discharge or charge terminals of the battery . 

- Never charge the battery by discharge terminals or discharge the battery by charge 

terminals . keep the battery away from excessive heat and open flames . never put the 

battery into water 

- Never subject the battery to intense physical shock or severe vibration or impact 

- Protect the battery from water or other moisture . protect the discharge and charge 

terminals of the battery from rain or water logging . 

- Keep the battery away from children 

- Never disassemble the battery without permission . 

- We suggest removing the battery from the load and placing it in a safety environment 

at the temperature range from 15c to 35c when the battery is not in use over ten days . 

- Use only the special charger supplied by our company never use other charger to charge 

the battery . If you failed to comply with the instructions and warnings described above , 

you would be responsible for the deed . 

Li-ion battery maintenance
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General use instructions 

1 . Charge :  

- Charge temperature range 15-40℃ 

- Over charging is seemly improving the battery' capacity , but it will be danger and shorting life of 

the battery . 

- The higher the charging end-voltage , the higher the charging current . the longer the charging 

time . the more harmer the battery receives 

- If there is any abnormal situation such as the battery transforms and bloats , or becomes very hot , 

please Stop charging at once . 

- Do not connect the battery and the charger to ac for a very long time 

- Do not connect the charger with the ac for a long time unless under the condition of charging 

- The charging environment should be dry , well-ventilated and far away from fire

There should be no inflammables in 1 . 5 meters around the battery when 

it is under charging 

Do not charge around inflammable or dangerous things It is better to take 

out the batteries from containers when charging for abstraction of heat . 

Keep away from children when the charger is working to avoid danger . 

2.Discharge is charge temperature range -20℃ -55℃

- Avoid over discharging . when the voltage of per cell is lower than the limit 

of cut-off voltage , the battery is under over discharging condition . long time 

of over discharging will shorten the life of the battery 



- It is best to cycle human-assisting when running up . climbing or heading up 

- Speed up slowly or pedal at low temperature 

- Avoid flooding the battery by the rain when cycling , which may cause danger 

- When the battery is not in use for an extended period of time , remove the battery from the load for storage to avoid self-discharge by load . do not lay up the battery 

when there is no electricity or low voltage 

Storage :

- Storage conditions for the battery circumstance temperature 15-35℃ circumstance relative humidit:≤75 % RH . The battery should be kept in storage in a clean dry 

and ventilated circumstance . it should be avoided to touch with the corrosive substance and should be away from excessive heat and open flames 

- The batteries should be kept with 50 % of the capacity . storage time of the battery should not be more than 30 days . 

- The capacity of the lithium battery will be decline when storage 

- The battery should be charged once every 30 days when storage , every time charged about 2 hours 

- The battery should be with fireproofing measures when storage together . there should be safe distance or reproofing material for isolation

Charging the battery

A B C
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- Never charge more full and discharge more empty will lengthen the battery life 

- Avoid large current or it will affect the battery life 

- Accelerate slowly when cycling starting . avoid starting at still , avoid sudden accelerating at start Avoid starting at still when running up the slope , it is best to use pedal 

power when struggling uphill . 



 

Helmet

For safe riding- use of a bicycle helmet.

Tyres

Inspect the wear of your tyres on a regular basis and verify the tyre pressure at least once a month. 

Tyre pressure: 40-65 PSI depending on the weight of the user.

Wheel-rims

Please care of the wheel-rims and a clear explanation of any danger of rim-wear.

Safety recommendations

Never let a battery be charged unattended.The batteryʼs autonomy is indicated with the 3 LED lights located on top of the battery, and also on the display unit located 

on the handlebars .Your battery must be charged in an ambient temperature, on a non-flammable and dry surface,away from any sources of heat, humidity or flammable 

materials. Also, it must not be covered.

Here are the steps to be followed when charging your battery:

Step 1          Turn the battery off. The LED lights will be off.

Step 2          Put the charger into position. (A)

Step 3          Plug the charger (which is off ) into the socket and 

                     then insert the charger ʼs plug into the battery, which 

                     is also off.

Step 4          the charger ʼs LED indicators lit up in the following 

                     manner:• The red and orange LED lights will be on: 

                     the battery is being charged.• The red LED light stays

                     on and the orange LED light becomes green:the battery

                     is charged; you can unplug the charger. (B)

It takes 5 hours for the battery to be fully charged when using the standard charger thatʼs supplied with your 

electric bike. 
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Brakes

Please check all connections of the Disc Brakes before attempting to ride the bicycle. Secure tightly the 6 bolts that hold the disc to the front wheel hub and the 2 bolts 

that hold the brake mechanism to the fork. Insert the front wheel into the fork dropouts ensuring that the disc fits into the brake mechanism between the enclosed 

brake pads. 

Secure the front wheel to the bicycle by tightening the quick release mechanism and clamping the lever to the closed position. Please refer to section 6 for further 

instruction on quick release mechanisms.

Next, attach the cable to the brake lever by inserting the cable end into the cable end holder after the barrel adjuster and lock nut slots have been aligned with the cable 

end holder. After the cable is secured to the lever, rotate the barrel adjuster and lock nut so the slots no longer line up. 

Ensure the cable housing seats appropriately into the end of the barrel adjuster and check for any kinks or damage. Slide the exposed brake cable through the rotating 

rod/housing stop located on the caliper body and seat the housing all the way into the same stop. Insert the cable into the spring and spring boot.
Next, slide the cable through the cable anchor and pull all the slack out. Secure the cable in place by tightening the bolts that comprise the anchor assembly. 

Some disc brakes will have a centering devise while others are a free-floating mechanism. If your caliper body is equipped with centering bolts, apply the brake lever 

after the cable has been connected. While engaging the lever, tighten the centering bolts securely. This will center the caliper body on the disc.

Minor brake adjustment can be made via the barrel cable adjusters which are located on each brake lever. To adjust, squeeze the brake pads against the rim, loosen the 

lock nut, and turn the adjuster to pull the brake pads closer to,or spread them away from the rim as required. Make sure to inspect the wear of the front brake pads as well 

as the rear brake blocks. If the brake action remains insufficient, despite your adjustment efforts using the toothed wheel located next to the levers, contact your dealer so 

that these worn out parts canbe replaced.

Important : braking distance increases on humid or slippery ground

Saddle-post

suitable covering and coil springs under the saddle , if a child-seat if fitted to prevent trapping of fingers;

Reflector

please regarding the positioning of reflectors and lamps such that these are not obscured when luggage is attached to the luggage carrier.

Gears

Like the chain, the freewheel must be kept clean and well lubricated. If the chain has become worn and needs replacing, then it is likely that the freewheel will also have

become worn and should also be replaced.Take the chain off the freewheel and rotate it with your hand. If you hear a grinding noise or the freewheel stops suddenly

after spinning it, it may need adjustment or replacement.

Carrier

Maximum authorised load: 100kg(including the load of carrier 25kg) This luggage carrier is not designed to pull a trailer.Don't install the child-seat on the carrier.

The bicycle may behave differently (particularly with regard to steering and braking) when the luggage carrier is loaded, please attention.Please ensure that any luggage 

fitted to the luggage carrier is securely fitted in accordance with the manufacturer ʼs instructions and that there are no loose straps that can get caught in any of the wheels.

Pleasedistribute luggage evenly between the two sides of the luggage carrier.
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Rack

The rack is able to hold a maximum, evenly balanced load of 25kg.Signaling device Your Velosolex is silent. In order to alert others as to your presence, you have an 

approved signaling device: use it only when absolutely necessary, donʼt abuse it!

Battery

Cf. Chapter. Battery

WARNING: 

    As with all mechanical components, the bicycle is subjected to wear and high stresses. Different materials and components may react to wear or stress fatigue in 

different ways. If the design life of a component has been exceeded, it may suddenly fail possibly causing injuries to the rider. Any form of crack, scratches or change of 

colouring in highly stressed areas indicate that the life of the component has been reached and it should be replaced .

Caution:

Bike maintenance and repair require specific skills and appropriate tools. Do not repair your bike or change any of its settings if you have the slightest doubt regarding 

your ability to correctly proceed with such work. Contact your dealer. Any adjustments or repairs that are not properly done can damage the bike and lead to accidents 

resulting in extensive injuries. Using only genuine replacement parts for safety-critical components.

Cleaning

Always remove the battery when cleaning. Use soapy water or water mixed with a gentle detergent, and then rinse with clean water.Make sure that the controller located 

behind the battery compartment is not exposed to humidity as it contains electronic components.Do not use a high pressure washer!

Maintenance

  Your electric bike is safe for the environment.Used parts must be disposed of in appropriate selectivesorting recycling bins. A battery that no longer works must be 

returned to your dealer so that he may pass it on to a recycling company.Replacing the front and rear light batteries:(It is recommended that you replace them every year)

Front light : Remove the screw from the front caseʼs cover to open it.Remove the light to access the batteries

Rear light:Remove the screw to access the batteries.

Engine:

The engine does not require any sort of maintenance.

Chain :

It is recommended that you lubricate your bikeʼs 6 speed gearwheels and chain on a regular basis using appr-

opriate products (ask your dealer for advice).

Warranty

  Information regarding your electrc bikeʼs warranty coverage terms is available from your dealer.When your 

electric bike is delivered, your dealer will also provide you a warranty policy. 
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Surfaces

Maintenance



FELWEL Electric bicycle
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